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CT Reports for CMT and CAPT
CT Reports for CMT and CAPT Data

This session will give a general overview of www.ctreports.com. Some of the popular reports will be overviewed such as the roster report, vertical scale reports, and the new MAS reports. Additionally, interpretation tips for CMT/CAPT data analysis will be integrated in the overview.

This will be a demo using the ctreports.com Web site
Today’s Agenda

- Roster Reports
  - Student Name Search - NEW
- Matched Comparison Reports
- Vertical Scale Analysis Reports
- MAS Reports - NEW
- Data Integration – Custom Reports – Would you like to have this first?
- Questions

I will integrate analysis tips where applicable
 Much of this info has been around for some time....

 If you can give this presentation yourself...go find another session!
Who is eMetric?
The future of assessment—why this presentation is Important?

- CMT and CAPT – Until 2014
- CCSS will set the tone for next test.
- How the test will be developed?
The CMT site will be the guinea pig today but most of this DEMO applies to the CAPT site application as well.
## Data Interaction for Connecticut Mastery Test, 4th Generation

### Report

- Roster Report
- State by District/School Report
- Performance Level Summary Report
- Individual Student Report
- Feeder Report (Updated 3/24/2010)

### Graders/Administration Years


### Groups

- Choose: Cyberland

---

Provided students' assessment results in a prior school year based on the roster in the new school year.

Student Search: 2543 [Find]
Connecticut SDE

Sandbox District

Log in at www.ctreports.com

- ID is D999
- Password is emetric
Connecticut SDE

Resources/Contact Info


- Abe Krisst
  - 860-713-6894
  - [Abe.krisst@ct.gov](mailto:Abe.krisst@ct.gov)